
How do I request help from the IR team?

Contact your Varonis account team directly to request help from the IR team. If you need urgent 

assistance, you can contact our support team.

Varonis Incident Response Team
We know how stressful it can be to investigate a potential 
security incident. We’re here to help. 

The Varonis Incident Response Team is a group of in-house cybersecurity analysts that 

can assist in responding to incidents reported by Varonis customers and trial users.

 Available on-demand to 

customers and trial users  

at no cost

Most cases are seen  

by a security analyst  

within 24 hours

Globally distributed team  

of 20+ experts

What can the team help  
me with?

Forensics analysis

Containment, eradication, and recovery

Recommendations to improve 
security posture and future 
detection & response

What types of attacks can the 
team help with?

Brute-force attacks and account 
compromise

APT intrusions, malware, ransomware

Insider threats, suspicious data 
access, exfiltration

Other incidents as escalated on a 
case by case basis 

https://www.varonis.com/support/


“Varonis’ team didn’t offer any kneejerk 
solutions—they listened, took notes, did 
some homework, and came back with 
informed suggestions that actually helped 
us solve our problem.”

“Varonis showed us the full extent 
of the problem and played a big 
role in helping us eliminate it.”

READ A CASE STUDY

Watch the IR Team in Action

Join our weekly cyber attack lab demos to get a live 

look at how popular attacks are executed, explore 

indicators of compromise, and learn how to detect 

and respond with Varonis.

The team runs live sessions every week, webinar-

style, on Zoom. After the attack simulation, you’re 

invited to stick around for Q&A.

PICK A TIME 

MATT RADOLEC
Security Architecture  
& Incident Response

From thwarting ransomware to catching rogue insiders red-handed, these 

world-class experts are trusted by the biggest brands on the planet to 

identify, investigate, and stop attacks before they become crisis situations.

The security research team at Varonis has been recognized for 

investigations leading to the discovery of APTs and new strains of malware 

such as Qbot and Norman.

About  
the Team

Matt Radolec and the Varonis Incident 
Response Team are called in to respond 
to hundreds of new and nefarious attacks 
for clients and trial users every year.

www.varonis.com | 1.877.292.8767

https://view.highspot.com/viewer/5d542385f7794d6052859bb6
https://www.varonis.com/cyber-workshop/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/qbot-malware-dropped-via-context-aware-phishing-campaign/
https://threatpost.com/norman-cryptomining-sophisticated-obfuscation/147310/
www.varonis.com

